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Page 2 27 comments After Chris Evans broke all our hearts with his Twitter tribute/goodbye to playing Captain America, we've all wondered how to cope. While some of us may still be hanging on to hope that Evans will return to the role in the future, at least for now, things are not looking so great. How can we watch an Avengers movie Chris Evans play Cap? It's actually almost
too much to handle. While we all cry collective tears and cross our fingers that Chris will secretly and significantly renew his contract, there is one thing we can do to help ourselves feel a little better. This is to see some of the best Chris Evans interviews. Evans is usually charming, lovely, and a little ngofy... not to mention gorgeous. He made us smile, smile, and cry during
interviews, and we collected just a few of our favorite moments. But, here, you go, check out some of the interviews! Chris Evans queer interview at age of UltronOh premiere, Chris, you're just as drunk cute as you're awake. At the Age of Ultron premiere, Chris Evans clearly had a few drinks, and his interviews from that night were hilarious and captivating. Basically, just search
the Age of Ultron Chris Evans interview and find all the glorious, tipsy moments. In this special clip, we learn all about our tap jumping abilities. Good to know if acting falls through, he has that skill to fall back! In this interview, Evans is sporting that famous mustache he gave To Lobby Hero's run on Broadway. This interview is lovely because it's clear how close it is to his brother,
Scott, and how much Chris cares about his family. We also learn about our favorite Disney movie (we know our man loves Disney). It's hard to pick just one interview with these two, but this is definitely up there. Two Chrises were asked to guess who's biceps were shown in various pictures, and Evans was quite impressed and surprised by how robert Downey Jr. Chris was a
great uncle, and he loved his family. In this interview, we learn how Chris Evans started talking as his nephew after spending time at home with his family. This interview is lovely and hilarious, and you won't be able to help but smile. During the press conference for Captain America: Civil War, Evans learned that Chinese fans call Sebastian Stan chubby dumplings. Chris is excited
by this fact, and it's heartwarming to see these two interactions and see Evans give Stan crap about nicknames. Honestly, it's hard to choose the best interview time between the two because there are some great moments. This is a highlight. Robert Downey Jr. teased Evans about forgetting his birthday. It's also lovely to see how relaxed and sensitive Evans is with Downey and
many of his friends. He's a warm, friendly guy. This is not an accurate interview, but it's so cute we had to It. Both Evans and Olsen have moves here! Things definitely get a little embarrassing here, but at least they're having fun. In this iconic interview, Evans talks about losing his virginity and how he told his mother shortly afterwards. What could be blushing worthy for him is
obviously absolutely standard for his family. All we can say is, we love this lovely man who loves his mother! And, finally, fans of Chris Evans know that he has a lovely smile, and he often likes to grab his chest when he laughs hard. If this compilation of Evans jokes doesn't make you smile, nothing will! If you're still looking to meet your Chris Evans-is-adorable fix, you can also
check out this Chris Evans-like Golden Retrievers Twitter account that Evans himself follows. You probably won't be able to handle how cute and accurate the images are, but you'll love every minute of it. What is your favorite Chris Evans interview moments? We can't get enough of watching them, so share the love! That's 3 .m.! Let the A.V. Club briefly use your weakened
productivity with some pop culture inscess that are taken from the depths of YouTube.Recently, the video above has been made round, and it doesn't disappoint you. This isn't a video of a man claiming to have had a few limoes on his way to the Avengers: Age Of Ultron premiere in 2015. This is not someone who laughs off a mistake as merely talking alcohol. This is an active
drunk man trying to trick you and fail miserably. Hey, Marvel fans! Chris Evans shouted, his face betrayed completely inexhensive of who he was or what mass of people might form. There are a few signs that tell the story of drunkenness here, like when he tries to play out a backward stumble while looking for Elizabeth Olsen, or when he pronounced tap dancing as it was a
German phrase he recently discovered and is using for the first time. But his most endearing and obviously drunken move is to lock into a simple and pointless phrase–I'm in, I'll take it–and repeat it a bunch of times, as if merely saying no phrase many times will, together, build a cogent response. The whole interview is lorem ipsum real time. It got us wondering: If Chris Evans was
drunk in that interview, how drunk should he have been in every other red carpet interview from that night? The red carpet is just a short walk, after all; It must have been baked all the time. It indicates that he was, in fact, very drunk the whole time. In his Mashable interview, he failed the basic soy test of being able to withstand glare. Note how he stages in and out of his thoughts
nailed answers, coasting on Chris Evans's pure-ness as he models, with his hands, wave-like structures (?) of fame. The Always-fawning Entertainment Tonight description is clearly very very Evans is adorably coy in their description of the video above in which he answers a question about his romantic life by wincing Oh! three times and then caress the microphone. He also
appeared to be sliding in and out of an impressive Robert De Niro. Some publications called The Ode call the interview on Evans', which is certainly a way to describe a conversation with a clearly drunk man who is trying to not be drunk by putting on his conc conc conc conc conc conc conc conc conc conc conc conc concy conc conc conc conc conc concion so hard he adopted a
Cockney accent. Here he just shoves Chris Hemsworth mid-interview. Drunk Chris Evans doesn't care. Here he pretty much sticks landing on a single edited question down about 12 seconds. Not bad! Red carpet interviews must be hell for anyone, but the exotic celebrity Will Smith-type who appears to always be on. Who can blame Evans for trying to make it a little more
pleasant? It is not as if he made the show up soused to press the event a calling card; this was clearly just a moment he thought he could pull off. And it makes this extremely cool look, from later in the evening, a lot more meaningful.Photo: Right: Barry Evans (Getty Images), Left: Jesse Grant (Getty Images)The choice is extremely smooth, Chris Evans is drunk. No one will know
anything. Thing.
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